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Abstract—One of the important factors that play a vital role

in the success of a business is marketing. Marketing has seen

multiple changes throughout the decades in the Definition, Or-

ganization, and Implementation processes. With the advent of

technology, especially Artificial intelligence many sectors un-

derwent a great amount of transformation to get themselves

equipped with the latest technological innovations.  The busi-

ness sector was also on the same lines with other sectors in this

period of change. Marketing being a very theoretical and hu-

manized  concept  it  was  pretty  hard  at  first  to  incorporate

changes accordingly. Later the scope for marketing enlarged

and it slowly started making an entrance into inculcating the

latest  technologies.  In  this  paper,  the  researcher  studies  the

particularities of marketing and its integration with artificial

intelligence,  providently proposing a machine learning-based

model (SMAI) involving strategic marketing decision making.

Index  Terms—Artificial  Intelligence,  Marketing,  Business,

Strategic Marketing, Machine Learning

I. INTRODUCTION

HE CORE of a business’s approach to reaching its cus-

tomer is through marketing. Throughout the evolution

of Business, many primary ailments of business kept chang-

ing with the change of the human mind and the way in deal-

ing with business.  But marketing always had it stand and

was one of the primary sectors of business that was so con-

sistent in the success of a business. With many new strate-

gies being proposed in the sector of marketing it soon be-

came one of the main branches of business and has greatly

influenced people in making their final decisions. Usually,

Marketing can be termed as influencing a person about the

brand or educating oneself about the product to its fullest

form strategically and interestingly. With the advent of tech-

nology, many sectors brought about a great change by for-

malizing and reevaluating their processes  with technology

and therefore increasing their efficiency. Though this same

concept was continuously applied in the field of Marketing

there was not much of a change or growth in business due to

the unnoticed analytics that was greatly required for market-

ing. 

T

Strategic  Marketing  was  another  such  highlight  that

brought in a great change to the way marketing was dealt,

and another dimension of thought was proposed to carefully

strategize  how a product  was marketed,  this strategy  was

physically done by humans and was an everyday job. When

Artificial Intelligence came into existence, it shed light on

many unnoticed facts and processes that were stagnant or

were  processes  that  were repetitive and showed a way to

make it automatic and less time-consuming. This intelligent

decision making and intuitive thinking through different di-

mensions made it a great choice to introduce it in the field

of  Marketing.  Since  the  analytical  analysis  aligned  with

both the fields, it chose business much clearer to choose AI

in the field of marketing. [1]

II. PREVALENT SYSTEM & INNOVATIONS BROUGHT

THROUGH AI

Many systems came into existence with the advent of AI

and hence multiple processes and algorithms were used to

intelligently process and generate data that could generate

greater leads in marketing and other management areas. Be-

low are three business institutions that brought in a change

in how they did Marketing and were successful in their jour-

ney.

A. Chase Bank 

After a study with Persado, Chase Bank found that their

approach to copywriting was very different from that pro-

duced by an Artificial Intelligence model. After they have

compared  their work with the model it  was seen that  the

content  provided by the model  felt  more humane and at-

tracted more customers than their usual records show.[4]

B. Starbucks

Predictive Analytics, a form of AI was used by Starbucks

which  collects  data  from their  loyalty  cards  and app and

processes  this  data  to  achieve  personalized  recommenda-

tions  through  which  it  can  push  notifications  to  its  cus-

tomers  on  a  much-individualized  approach.  Similarly,  a

study by Aberdeen suggested that companies that used pre-

dictive analytics in their marketing increased their organic

revenue by approximately 21%.[2]  

C. Nike

Nike improved its customer engagement by creating an

application “Nike Maker Experience ” that will give its cus-

tomers an experience of customizing their shoes and hence

improving their customer likeliness towards their products.

In extension, they have stored the data and used machine

learning algorithms to personally generate user recommen-

dations that showed up in their accounts and improved their

overall sales.[5]
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III. PROPOSED MODEL – SMAI MODEL

Businesses have often faced ambiguity in the decision of

introducing AI into their marketing strategy. A proper struc-

ture on how and what process of AI to introduce and what

process  could help in  the increase  of  a particular  type of

business is a very tiresome process for business due to the

lack of ability to understand. To compensate these compa-

nies are looking towards hiring data scientists and special

AI teams to get a more clear understanding. In contrast to

this in this research, we propose a Simple Marketing Artifi-

cial  Intelligence  (SMAI)  Model  that  will  help  and  guide

companies to make intelligent decisions and develop their

marketing strategies using AI and improve their sales. The

model is built to understand any business needs and could

analyze all the needs and recommend a proper AI strategy

that could boost marketing and show an increase in sales.

The result generated is not a single strategy but a group of

strategies and what processes of AI and to what extent must

be used in comparison to the previous strategies. From the

above model, we could evaluate how the process could help

us consider our options. The model consists of four phases,

they are:

Fig.1. Bar Chart Representation of Increase & Decrease

in revenue by various sectors during COVID-19

A. Phase I

In the first phase, input to the model is taken. The input to

the model is mainly interfaced with the business model re-

quirements about how the business works and what factors

enable the betterment of the company. Important data that

could help the model in outlining and helps in deciding to

use a particular strategy are taken as indents. These indents

are predetermined and are defined according to the various

business models and types in the domains they exist. The in-

put is taken in the form of a lengthy structure that clearly

outlines  every  problem and since  every  business  is  ever-

changing the need for a real-time model is necessary. Hence

the data input is always dynamic and updates itself accord-

ing to the changes made to the business model.

B. Phase II

The  next  phase  focuses  on  the  processing  of  the  data

through four various steps. These steps evaluate and outline

the indents and trends through four various steps and pre-

process and tag them with various machine learning algo-

rithms and open-source data mapping to the real world. The

business data and informatics is mapped to real-world open-

source case studies and the particular data about that com-

pany or firm is retrieved. The phase consists of four differ-

ent steps, the first step is permitted to analyze the business’s

information  and  remove  it.  Then  the  data  is  processed

through the tagging system to the case studied and related

data is  tagged. Recommendation system technology using

Bayesian classifiers can be used to determine the best data

that could be tagged and curtained [3].Then in the next step,

the data tagged is retrieved and moved to the next step for

processing.  In  the  next  step,  the  data  is  processed  and

cleaned to send it for the strategy maker in which the data is

used to make the final decisions.

C. Phase III

The  next  phase  focuses  on  the  processing  of  the  data

through four various steps. These steps evaluate and outline

the indents and trends through four various steps and pre-

process and tag them with various machine learning algo-

rithms and open-source data mapping to the real world. The

business data and informatics is mapped to real-world open-

source case studies and the particular data about that com-

pany or firm is retrieved. The phase consists of four differ-

ent steps, the first step is permitted to analyze the business’s

information  and  remove  it.  Then  the  data  is  processed

through the tagging system to the case studied and related

data is tagged. Then in the next step, the data tagged is re-

trieved and moved to the next step for processing.  In the

next step, the data is processed and cleaned to send it for the

strategy maker in which the data is used to make the final

decisions.

1) Granular Personalization

Marketing  messages  are  generally  be  educated  by  a

Client's  advantages,  buy history,  area,  past  brand  connec-

tions, and a large group of other information points.AI helps

the marketing groups go past standard segment information

to find out about customer inclinations on a granular, singu-

lar level. This assists brands with making curated encoun-

ters dependent on a client's interesting tastes.

2) AI-enhanced PPC Advertising

Pay per click advertising is one of the most huge markets

in which many brands invest to increase their brand reach.

With the advent of AI to understand and recommend new

channels to advertise that may not have been or being used

by the competitors in the market. 

3) Autonomous Media buying

Digital Media buying is a process of autonomously buy-

ing paid ad campaigns that could help in achieving greater

customer throughput. Automatic stages influence AI to offer

an advertisement space pertinent to target crowds progres-

sively. The offer is educated by information, for example,

interests, area, buy history, purchaser expectation, and that's

only  the  tip  of  the  iceberg.  This  empowers  promoting

groups to focus on the correct channels at the right time, at a
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serious cost. Automatic purchasing represents how AI can

expand showcasing adaptability to address clients as their

issues and interests develop.

4) Custom Web Personalization

Custom website  personalization  helps  in  enhancing  the

visitor experience with custom personalization to the web-

site.  By investigating much information that  focuses  on a

solitary client (counting area, socioeconomics, gadget, col-

laboration with the site, and so on.), AI can show the best-

fitting offers and substance. Another factor is the message

pop-ups that can be explicit to singular clients, conveying

them the perfect message at the perfect time.

5) NLP Content Curation

Natural Language processing plays a pivotal role in the

content curation of the marketing material. As known for its

great accuracy many NLP models are developed to under-

stand the sentiment of the customers and precisely recom-

mend better content personalized to the user. Some of the

best  examples  where intelligent content curation could be

widely used are Business  Descriptions,  Advertisement  for

Marketing Content.

6) Intelligent Chatbot System

From style  to  wellbeing  to  protection,  AI  chatbots  are

giving marginal  enchantment  client  assistance.  Also,  now

and again, they're greater at making customized content than

people. Chatbots approach a large number of client-focused

information focuses.  They can likewise total  area  explicit

solicitations  to  distinguish  designs,  spot  dull  issues,  and

foresee what's causing issues for a specific client.

7) Automated Image Recognition

Picture acknowledgment could mean better match up be-

tween  online  substance  and  store  visits.  Numerous  stores

utilize  facial-acknowledgment  programming  to  follow

clients' in-store visits and connect these recordings to their

clients'  profiles.  The information  assembled  from in-store

facial acknowledgment includes another layer – a huge layer

– to alter the substance experience for your store guests. Re-

alizing how the individual shops empower you to make and

convey much more focused on one-on-one informing. Facial

acknowledgment programming additionally can be utilized

as an estimation instrument.

8) Churn Prediction & Customer Engagement

AI calculations  likewise  can  help  recognize  withdrawn

client sections that are going to stir or leave for a contender.

Artificial  intelligence  controlled  devices  in  this  class  can

help assemble information, fabricate a prescient model, and

test and approve that  model on genuine clients. That data

can demonstrate what phase of agitating the individual is in.

While speedy beats (clients who desert an item soon after

beginning to utilize it) are hard to reconnect, late-stir clients

(the  individuals  who  have  a  dependable  connection  with

your image) can be boosted to continue utilizing your item.

At the point when joined with customized content creation,

AI-fueled stir  expectation helps keep a greater  amount of

your clients drawn in, prompting higher lifetime worth and

benefits. As the agitated expectation is extraordinary to each

item and friends, the AI calculations should be balanced for

your organization or worked from the beginning. With that

data, you can make a more successful substance to be con-

veyed to separated clients.

D. Phase IV

Fig 2. Representation of the predicted model

After  going  through  the  rigorous  strategy  finding  the

model would then output a result that is a form of multiple

processes that could produce a greater strategy using differ-

ent AI models and processes and deal in getting a greater

accuracy  and  attracting  customers.  The  output  is  usually

shown in the form of 3 or more accurate process that could

help the business  boost  its  business  by using the said AI

strategies.  The models also show at what percentage that

particular AI should be used to receive the best outcome and

could help in determining the correct usage.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, it is time and again proved that the use of

AI in marketing benefits  the business  in one or the other

way. The model proposed in the research directly aims to

help businesses not capable of making their own decisions

as well as business that are already into AI marketing but

are unsure of how and what strategies to proceed with. With

a unified result of multiple strategies and properly analyzing

the business specification and comparing it with the existing

case studies,  the model is efficient  enough to recommend

the best possibilities for the business. In an analysis to un-

derstand the revenue benefits of business in the light of AI

in marketing, the below graph (Fig.3)  clearly depicts that

there has been a steady increase in the revenue markets once

the use of AI is implemented and intelligent marketing is

done. [6]
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Fig 3. Bar Chart depicting the difference in revenues before

and after use of AI
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